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3 points
What is artificial intelligence?
How can it be used in prison labour?

Why do we find it beneficial?

New opportunities in prisonwork activities
 Society and labour market change constantly. The goal of the

work activities arranged in prison is to increase the prisoners’
abilities to live without crime by improving their employment
skills.
 The Criminal Sanctions Agency aims to develop the work
activities continuously to correspond better to the modern labour
market requirements.
 Therefore, it is important that those responsible for prison work
actively and open-mindedly follow the new employment
opportunities, which may arise from, for instance, the
development of technology.

New opportunities in prison work activities
 In the modern world, social inclusion requires the use of information

technology. An increasing number of services provided by society
are electronic and available online.
 Digital skills are necessary at school or work: it is practical that

prisons arrange activities that teach and develop the prisoners’
digital skills.
 Competently guided work with computers can also reduce the

possible fears and difficulties connected with the use of computers
that some prisoners may have.
 Future prisons should function as a learning environment for a life

withouth crime in the modern society.

New opportunities in prison work activities
 Artificial intelligence creates new kinds of opportunities – in prison,

too.
 The development is so fast that we cannot even begin to imagine all

the possibilities it can offer. In addition, machine learning can be
utilised in the employment of prisoners.
 The use of technologies that are based on artificial intelligence

changes the current perspective on employment and required skills.
 In future, electronic services and environments enable working in

prison on a computer to, for instance, teach an AI like in this pilot
launched in Finland.

Additional benefits
 The work can be done in a closed environment and also by








prisoners who cannot be placed in traditional work groups or
workshops.
The work is flexible, does not require large facilities or investments.
The prisoners can be taught to do it in a short period of time, which
in turn enables also those prisoners, who serve a short sentence, to
work.
Work offers more cognitive challenge than many of the traditional
routine tasks often done in prison.
The prisoners may also be motivated by the fact that they can
participate in some modern activity, such as the development of
artificial intelligence, instead of packing screws.

What is artificial intelligence and what does its
development mean?
 Artificial intelligence means programmes that can learn and make

decisions like humans.
 With the help of AI, machines, devices, programmes, systems, and
services can function in a rational manner according to the task and
situation.
 Digitalisation has already created large data sets and more and
more data is still accumulating at an accelerating pace. A notable
increase in the processing capacity of the computer systems and a
decrease in their costs have made it possible for more users to
process large data sets and develop new algorithms for using the
information.

What is artificial intelligence and what does its
development mean?
 Machine learning is such a central concept in AI that it is often used as

a synonym for AI. Altought Al is actually a broader concept.
 In fact, machine learning refers to data processing where the computer

learns to recognise patterns without being explicitly programmed.
 Teaching the machine and compiling the training data is often the most

challenging phase of the development of AI applications.
 The pilot launched by the Criminal Sanctions Agency in cooperation

with a company called Vainu concerns the production of the training
data.

How is it done in practice?
 Co-operation with Al company Vainu
 The operation of Vainu is based on information retrieval. Vainu reads

every day thousands of Finnish texts that concern business companies.
The texts can be gathered from the news, company websites, social
media, or other documents.
 The prisoners’ task is to train the AI to find correct information for Vainu.
 The prisoners participating in the pilot read texts selected by Vainu on

a computer and answer simple questions, such as “Did this article
concern company acquisition?”. The same question is repeated several
times to different people and, thus, it creates a high-quality training data
that can teach the AI of Vainu. That improves Vainu’s business
database, which in turn helps Vainu’s clients, who work on divestments,
to choose their targets better.

Piloting now
 Company is interested in this cooperation is that it is not possible to

process material that is written in Finnish in any other country.
 The work done by the prisoners helps the Finnish clients of Vainu to

target their sales better but, at the same time, the new kind of work
teaches the prisoners’ skills that are linked to learning and
employment.
 The pilot was launched in March 2019 and it involves two closed

prisons, which have ten workstations in all assigned for the work at
the moment.

Piloting now
 In the first pilot prison, female prisoners have already been doing the

work and, in the other pilot prison, work has just been started in one
of the male prison wards.
 The prisoners can work flexibly part-time.
 The same workstation can be used by several prisoners; for

instance, one prisoner can work in the mornings and another
prisoner in the afternoons.
 The prisoners log on to the computer to do the tasks by using an

individual code they get from the staff.
 Vainu gets information on each completed task but the identity of the

prisoner remains secret.

Example task
The task is to treat, or paint with, the text of
companies/organizations (green), Locations (yellow),
names of people (red), and work titles (viol). The
purpose of the task is to consider the context.

The task is to treat, or paint with, the text of companies/organizations (green),
Locations (yellow), names of people (red), and work titles (viol). The purpose of the
task is to consider the context, i.e. The city of Helsinki must be marked as an
organisation (and not a location) in those situations where the city of Helsinki
refers to the company. (For example: the city of Helsinki hires 1000 summer
workers. ")

How is security ensured?
The workstations do not have free access to the Internet. We have made an agreement with Vainu on
the security conditions and they have been checked. The workstations can only be used for the
reading tasks determined by Vainu.









The agreement on the equipment includes the following information.
Highly restricted user interfaces
 The worker uses a computer, which is in a so-called kiosk mode and can only access the
microtask application of the company. These kind of single application computers are
commonly used, for instance, as ticket machines at the train stations.
Restricted mobile interfaces
 Each laptop has a pre-installed SIM card.
 The SIM card cannot be removed or changed without breaking the seal.
 The Internet connection has access to only predetermined domains (for example, the
allowed addresses have to have a specific beginning, such as
https://data.vainu.io/micro_tasks/).
 The IP restrictions are hardcoded in the SIM cards by the operator.
Stateless users
 When the computer is shut down, no data is stored in the hard drive of the computer.
All external data channels (for instance USB channels) have been disabled
 This prevents the use of any external stations in the computer.
Unique ID codes (for instance Vainu-tietokone-123) and ID code tags
 The codes can be used to trace individual computers in case of possible faults or thefts. The
serial numbers of the computers are recorded and linked to the Vainu ID codes also in the
company’s own data system.

“It is great to be able to contribute to a Finnish AI and especially in
such an exceptional environment. The methods themselves are
well tested and we have a wide experience in it in English but
developing AI in this scale in Finnish is very innovative”, says
Tuomas Rasila who is the CTO Vainu.
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